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Some suggested ways to take your coaching to another level

1. Improve contracting and re-contracting during sessions.

2. A coaching conversation needs to have a beginning, a middle and an end.

3. Maximise the quality of your attention and your listening skills.

4. Many coaching sessions comprise the coach’s left brain communicating with the
coachee’s left brain resulting in half brained discussions!  Get up on your feet,
move around.

5. If a coachee has been struggling with a problem for months the answer is
probably not in their head (their cognitive mind).  Engage their other two minds –
somatic and the field. Both coach and coachee first need to centre themselves.

6. Use objects on a table as an aid to coaching.  See http://wp.me/pL5km-or

7. Minimise the amount of content that the coachee wants to tell you. You need
surprisingly little content.  Coach the person, not the content.

8. Practise using Clean Language.

9. Working knowledge of topics like Myers Briggs, NLP, Transactional Analysis,
systems thinking etc. etc. is useful to gain insights to the coachee’s world.

10. The coachee gives you the next question.  Keep your questions simple e.g.
 So?
 And?
 Where shall we start?
 Where are we now?
 What next?
 What do you think/feel about that?
 What’s your most important question, right now?
 What is that like?  (then work with their metaphor)
 What sort of conversation do you need to have with x?
 How are you going to take this forward?
 How will you know it has been completed properly?
 Do you have enough to be getting on with?

11. Get out of the way and let the magic of coaching take place.

12. A coach is a vehicle, a ‘safe container’.  Create and maintain a safe container for
coaching.


